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White Cross – Nepal Hospital and Medical Camp Supplies

35%
SUPPORT RAISED
NEPAL

GOAL
International Ministries seeks to raise $6,000 for White Cross in Nepal
SUMMARY
This project seeks to raise $6,000 to provide medical supplies for the Chaurjahari Hospital
and medical camps in Nepal.

DESCRIPTION
Human Development and Community Services (HDCS) is a Christian NGO that works in
health,education and community development in Nepal. It offers free medical services
through medical camps outside the Kathmandu Valley in communities that lack access to
health care facilities.
HDCS also operates the Chaurjahari Hospital in Kathmandu, which serves an estimated
700,000 people. Having enough medical supplies for the hospital and medical camps is
always a struggle, but HDCS believes the camps are a valuable way to enhance the hospital’s
relationship with communities and to provide vital health education that can prevent further
disease.
For example, a child can receive free orthopedic surgery at the HDCS Chaurjahari Hospital in
Kathmandu. Without White Cross funding, the surgery would not have been affordable for
the family.
It is anticipated this project will make health care more accessible for those most at risk in
the western regions of Nepal served by the HDCS Chaurjahari Hospital and its medical
camps outside the Kathmandu Valley.
This project will be managed by Dil Bahadur Giri, administration manager of the hospital.
SUGGESTED GIFTS
$100 provides immunizations, medications and counseling for patients
$250 provides vital laboratory testing and medical supplies
$500 pays for urgently needed emergency care
PRAYER REQUESTS
Please pray for staff members, that they feel mercy, grace and growth in God as they serve
the patients
Please pray for the patients, that they will feel God’s love in practical ways as they
experience health care that treats them with respect and grace

